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Depopulation 
#1 Global Issue Since 1968 

Part #24  
 

Dr. David Martin joined ‘Man In America’ host, Seth Holehouse to talk about the motives 
for the death shot.   
 
He says that 30 years ago, it was known that Social Security was going to run out but 
rather than solve this, the fund was instead raided continuously and is currently set to 
run out in 2028. 
 
He says that the targeting of those 65-and-older as the first in line to receive the jab was 
because the Government wants to shrink the pool of social security beneficiaries and 
this was most evident with the actions of the governors of New York, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania and California, who all intentionally allowed tens of thousands of elderly 
patients to die with their policies of returning hospitalized COVID patients to nursing 
homes. 
 
He explains that killing the elderly off is also form of gerrymandering. If you reduce the 
population of those over 65, who tend to be more conservative, it turns out that you get 
to re-district.  The average age of those dying from the vaxxes is currently 72.6 years! 
 

BIG PHARMA COUP D’ÉTAT 
As for Dr. Anthony Fauci, he says he had no credentials to be “America’s doctor” for a 
respiratory pathogen program. 
 
“He was put in that position to show that he had, in fact executed the coup d’état 
on the Presidency. This was the pharmaceutical industry having photo ops to 
say, ‘The President of the United States has been marginalized and emasculated 
and he is standing behind Fauci, he standing behind Birx, he’s standing behind 
Alex Azar and the fact of the matter is Trump, to this day does not understand 
that, not only was he played but this was a coup in which he had the coup leaders 
in his inner circle.”  
 
Seth asks David about the theory that by launching Operation Warp Speed, he averted 
5 to 10 years of lockdowns. David shakes his head. 
 
“Neil Ferguson’s 2 million bodies in the streets didn’t happen – and it didn’t happen 
because the bioweapon that was engineered – if we go back and read the ingredient 
label on the bioweapon – it says: ‘Infectious, Replication-Defective.’ 
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“Now, Seth, the problem with that is they told us what it was. They told us that they were 
making a thing that made you sick but was hard to transmit. We had to look all over the 
place to come up with these BS stories of transmission and not one of them has been 
empirically shown to be the case. As a matter of fact, when a study was actually done 
on asymptomatic transmission, not only did we not find evidence of transmission, we 
could not find the provenance of the infectious agent.” 
 

WHY IS TRUMP PUSHING THE VAXX? 
Seth talks about how Trump’s support for the vaccine has been divisive among his base 
and he asks for David’s take on it. 
 
David replies, “Leadership is saying the truth. If you’re not capable of saying the truth, 
then you’re not a leader and the fact of the matter is, there is not a single possibility that 
President Trump could possibly make the statement, ‘No one has died from the 
vaxxine,’ because in the clinical trials, themselves, there were abnormal numbers of 
deaths in the vaxxine population…” 
 
“The fact of the matter is that Trump is lying and we need to call it what it is…” 
 
“In the Fall of 2019, he received a very, very clear statement drafted by Yours 
Truly that actually said, ‘If you want to have a chance at winning the election, you 
have to stop supporting the coup attempt.’ That letter is a letter I wrote and I 
know it was requested by a member of his family, delivered to him. I know he 
knew it.” 
 
“And my point was, ‘If you want to win the election, you have to point to this 
short guy that’s in front you at the podium and go, ‘By the way, this domestic 
terrorist is the reason why we almost lost our country and I’m holding this 
domestic terrorist accountable.’ 
 
“Now, convenient thing is it would have been very easy to have the Secret 
Service or the FBI there and arrest him and cuff him and we would have been out 
of this nonsense a long time ago.”  
 
“But for reasons that can only be described as patronage, because it turns out 
that it is bad, bad, bad for business if you’re going into an elected position, it’s 
bad for business to be on the wrong side of the drug dealers, because let’s face 
it: drug dealers are the largest endorser of political campaigns in America.” 
 
Big Pharma is the largest campaign contributor by nearly three times, compared to the 
next biggest lobby. “If you hold the drug dealers accountable, they hold you accountable 
and you don’t get elected and that has got to stop, because Trump’s morality was for 
sale for 30 pieces of silver and he has sold American lives to the drug dealers.” 
 
Seth asks David whether he thinks Trump might have signed an NDA that is preventing 
him from speaking out. David answers, “What I do know is that on the 19th of 
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September, 2019, when he signed the executive order that included the mandate for the 
vaxxines that included recombinant gene technology, in September of 2019, Seth, there 
was not a single reason for that to be an executive order…The only reason that 
executive order was put on his desk is someone paid him to sign it…” 
 
“That’s the executive order that ties into the mRNA platform, which is exactly 
what Anthony Fauci told Congress in December 4th of 2019. So before there’s a 
Wuhan anything, before we’ve heard about anything happening in China, we were 
told this was for the mRNA platform, that’s what the executive order was for. 
That’s exactly what was said on December 4th, 2019.”  
 
“And that gives rise to the economic interests of CRISPR, because it turns out 
that if you start putting mRNA into people, you’re going to have to find 
technologies that clip it out. And the only way you’re going to do that, because as 
many times that people tried to do it before, it never succeeded because the Church 
always got in the way. Morality always got in the way. We needed to find a way to get 
the Church and morality out of the picture and we needed to make sure that we could 
edit the human genome and have nobody comment on that from a moral or ethical 
standpoint, and God forbid, have a religious objection.” 
 
“So what do we do? We actually manufacture the agent of delivering the altering 
chemistry, the mRNA platform and then, lo and behold, mysteriously, in December of 
2020, we have two women win the Nobel Prize for CRISPR – during the pandemic 
created to get CRISPR into mainstream without the objection of the Church, who had 
object to it for a decade before.” 
 
Seth asks him if there is any way that Operation Warp Speed saved lives, and David 
responds, “I wanted this to be answerable in ‘Maybe there’s a multi-level chess board 
and this is a move on one level to save a move on the other level,’ but here’s the 
problem with that story: The problem with that story is what’s happened to the military.” 
 
“You do not allow the Department of Defense to issue a self-inflicted harm order to the 
Department of Defense, where you take military men and women, people who are 
trained advance fighting forces, Navy SEALS, Special Forces, special air wings in the 
Air Force – you do not take our best defense and sideline them by forcing them to take 
the kill shot. You do not do that if you’re playing for the same team…” [AB note: Trump 
never mandated vaxxines for the military or for anybody, so how is this his fault?] 
 
“And by the way, the current Secretary of Defense is a traitor and we need to call it what 
it is. You do not weaken your own army so that a foreign party can take advantage of 
that weakness. We have fewer Special Forces, we have fewer Marines, we have fewer 
defensive postures than we had 6 months ago and 8 months ago and we did it for 
what?  We did it because we were trying to force people to take a jab that would 
ultimately harm their fighting force readiness.” 
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“I wrote a piece for the Department of Defense and it was circulated internally, which 
actually suggested that, in addition to the vaxxine injury question, which is actually a 
very significant problem, we were doing what is called ‘battlefield softening’. In other 
words, we were self-inflicting onto our defense forces a means by which fewer of them 
could potentially rise to the defense of this country. And we did that intentionally and no 
empire in human history has survived an internal military fighting force softening. And 
we did it to ourselves…” 
 
“This is corruption at its core. This is evil at its core and We the People have to be able 
to actually call it what it is. This is the expression of evil. And against that expression, 
we have to have the voice of truth and we have to have the forces of good.” 
 

WHERE IS THIS HEADING? 
Seth then asks him where sees this heading and where does the hope lie? 
 
David replies, “I’m not a fan at all of hope, I think it is a disgusting metaphor that allows 
us to defer reality, so I’m going to go with I am certain of a present where we, as people 
of courage, we as people of faith, we as people of morals, we as people of values have 
the opportunity to let this be the clarion call that wakes us into action…” 
 
“The evidence shows that people who do have a moral compass, people who do have a 
voice, people who do understand what leadership is and who do understand what it 
means to put the lives of others before their own, this is a moment where we in fact are 
standing up.” 
 
“And so the great news is, I don’t have hope for a future, I have certainty for a future, 
because the fact is that we are now coming into the Christmas season – and listen – we 
tell the Christmas story like many other stories so freaking wrong, because we’re trying 
to make it a Hallmark greeting card.” 
 
“Remember that King Herod sought to kill every child. Remember that. No different from 
the Puppet-in-Chief Biden, seeking to kill and maim everything under the age of 5, so 
that he can actually continue this reign of domestic terrorism.” 
 
“And it was in that moment that what happened? It was in that moment that wise men 
from the East came and found a stable and in that stable they found a mother and they 
found a child and they actually realized that there was something so much bigger, so 
much more transcendent than any of the forces of darkness.” 
 
“And listen, we’re talking about the whole Roman Empire killing off every child. You 
think that was a bad day to be alive? You better believe it but guess what? It was into 
that moment that our Incarnation’s story happens.” 
 
“We have to start telling our own truth and our own truth is the Light will always prevail 
against the Darkness. This is the absolute certainty – not the hope – the certainty that 
we, in fact are going to prevail.” 
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WE ARE DRUG ADDICTS AND WE ARE IN A DRUG WAR 
David gives us a historical perspective of our predicament: “The biggest lie that we’ve 
been told is that since 1604, we’ve been subject to a far more insidious thing than the 
Military-Industrial Complex and that is the drug-dealing complex.” 
 
“Our entire nation was built on the British East India Company and the Virginia 
Company and those are two companies set up in England in the 1600s and they were 
set up to do what?” 
 
“They were set up to traffic opium and to traffic tobacco, to traffic sugar.” 
 
“Our country is a story of drug-dealing. Our country is a story of the mercantile 
excesses to which we would go to essentially addict populations to things that 
harm them.” 
 
“So, whether it’s tobacco or opium then, whether it was sugar in the 18th century, 
whether it is the modern pharmaceutical story – even the story of the Military-Industrial 
Complex is a cover story for the drug-dealing, which is, in fact the core of the foundation 
that has rotted underneath this great country and if we really want to address this, we 
have to stop pretending to fall for these second-order and third-order cover stories and 
realize we have a problem.” 
 
“And our problem is that we have actually accepted a social fabric that is built on 
addiction, that’s built on anesthetizing ourselves and making ourselves 
unconscious to the pain that we experience in our lives and in our society and we 
have to start owning the fact that until we have the ability to say that it’s the 
‘Pharmaceutical-Industrial Complex’, it’s the ‘Drug Dealer Complex’.” 
 
“Listen, if you’re Pfizer and you’re killing a child with an mRNA strand or you’re a drug 
cartel leader in Mexico City, you are no different…The fact of the matter is we’ve been 
in the drug-dealing business since 1604 and we’re still in it today.” 
 
“That’s what this economy is built on, that’s what the entire government and our 
entire corporate structure of America was built on and the minute we embrace the 
fact that we are drug addicts and we are in a drug war, that is where we need to 
start the problem.” 
 
Seth asks David who is the Oz behind the curtain? 
 
“It wasn’t until 1805, when we finally had the Rothschild admission where Baron Nathan 
von Rothschild famously said, ‘He who controls the coin of the realm controls the realm 
and I control the coin.’” 
 
“The fact of the matter is that’s been an old story and the old story is that we have 
propped-up puppet governments that go back as far as we can certainly research, even 
into the Greek and Roman era, where it is, in fact patrons who support the people who 
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ultimately become, allegedly the leaders and we haven’t had a representational 
democracy, certainly in the last two and half thousand years.” 
 
“So the notion that we’re somehow broken in the modern era is ridiculous. I mean, it’s 
nice to pat ourselves on the back and walk around lamenting the failure of government 
now but the fact of the matter is, until we understand that public service was last seen 
on this planet somewhere around Cyrus the Great, where you actually have the notion 
that a leader is not someone who stands in front with the loudest voice but is, in fact the 
one who is leading the charge, who’s actually defending the village, who’s actually 
giving life and limb and fortune for the benefit of the people.” 
 
“That’s what leadership is and unfortunately, what we’ve adopted, in our modern 
narrative of leadership is that it’s the person with the loudest voice, the biggest bullhorn 
and the biggest checkbook. And the fact is that when we turn that into leadership and 
government, it’s corrupt to its core and it will always be corrupt to its core.” 
 
David says that the U.S. Government, through Anthony Fauci and DARPA spent $190 
billion weaponizing a virus that previously only affected certain animals. 
 
Seth tells David, “One thing I’ve looked at is the Chinese Communist Party’s role in this. 
I think it was 2015 or 2016, that the People’s Liberation Army published a book – I think 
it was a 261-page book about how a weaponized coronavirus was the best way to win a 
war on the United States, because they need our farmlands. They can’t drop a nuke 
and destroy all our resources, like they’ve done to their own country. So do you think 
that this decades-long plan was interwoven with the Chinese Communist Party?” 
 
David answers, “Oh, absolutely but remember, once again and this comes back to my 
central premise: China is as much theater as the United States is theater. The Chinese 
Communist Party is a convenient decoy to allow people who have mercenary interests 
in making sure that they keep control over the whole world. 
 
“They’ve just decided, since 1999 – since the accession of China into the World Trade 
Organization – they’ve just decided that China is currently their agent provocateur.” 
 
“The idea that this is somehow a nefarious plot by China to take over the world is as 
much an illusion as somebody’s alleged plot to take over America.” 
 
“The fact of the matter is, people who have mercantile interests in the outcome have 
decided that the empire is going to shift. They have decided that the empire that they 
can manipulate the most is the Chinese Communist Party right now, and from 1999 until 
the present, they have been doing everything they can to start stacking the deck in favor 
of China and in opposition to the US hegemony since the Second World War.” 
 
“The problem that we have is holding onto the illusion that the flag flying over your head 
has anything to do with the real actor. This is not a state war of China vs. America. This 
is actually a corporatocracy – and by the way, the corporatocracy, without question 
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includes the likes of the Amazons and the Pfizers and the Modernas and all of those; 
the Burroughs-Wellcome – it includes those players but it includes the financial players, 
like the BlackRocks and the State Streets and the people who are actually aggregators 
of capital.” 
 
“And the problem we have is we’re still having conversations as though we are 
somehow in the latter part of the 1800s and still believe that the Westphalia notion of 
drawing lines on maps matters. This is about the people who control the supply of 
goods and services; the people who control the supply of resources – and listen, let’s 
face the facts: The facts are that Russia, China and India entered into an 
agreement starting in 2008 to build their alternative to the U.S. Dollar.” 
 
“They could not have done that if it weren’t for the collaboration of United States 
corporations who had bet against the United States. And when we think about 
2007, the Global Financial Crisis of 2008 and then the economic collapse of 2011, 
we are foolish if we are not looking at the fact that $40 trillion – and for those of 
you who are calculating with your calculators – $40 trillion – three times the total 
GDP productivity of the actual production of the United States – three times that – 
were bets made against America by investors who were moving $40 trillion out of 
our pocket and into the pocket of the Chinese Communist Party.” 
 
“That’s what 2011 was and if we start actually realizing that we’re pretending that 
somehow or another, this is a new problem – it’s not a new problem. We were 
asleep, we were buying our Starbucks, we were shopping at our Whole Foods, we 
were doing all kinds of other things and we were asleep when the actual takeover 
happened…” 
 
Where Dr. David L. Martin’s interview becomes even more significant is when you 
pair it with an interview between Dr. Zev Zelenko and Dr. Joseph Mercola.  The 
transcript of that interview is the substance of the balance of this article.  The 
content of this interview confirms everything that I was saying since 2019 and 
going forward.   
 
I will highlight the pertinent information about the crimes against humanity! 
 
The U.S. government is fully aware of and complicit with a global pre-meditated 
mass-murder of humanity based upon The New World Order Slave System.    
 
 

Story at-a-glance 
 

-reviewed studies show that when COVID-19 is treated within the 
first few days of symptom onset, there’s an 85% reduction in hospitalization and 
death  
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-case scenario. The highly contagious 
virus can rip through the population, causing only mild cold symptoms, thus 
producing herd immunity without the risk of mass casualties  
 

Administration was aware that they could cause serious problems, including 
heart attacks, strokes, myocarditis, blood clots, neurological problems and more, 
yet they pushed them anyway  
 

-CoV-2 is a bioweapon. Patents spanning 
two decades support this view. Those who created the weapon also investigated 
and identified antidotes, which includes the zinc ionophore hydroxychloroquine  
 

the COVID jab, which Zelenko believes is a tool to tag people for the New World 
Order slave system  
 
 
Dr. Vladimir Zelenko, whom I’ve interviewed twice previously, was among the first U.S. 
physicians to develop an early treatment program for the novel SARS-CoV-2 infection. 
He popularized the use of hydroxychloroquine and zinc, and when hydroxychloroquine 
became increasingly difficult to obtain, he was also among the first to identify quercetin 
as a viable alternative. 
 
When the pandemic started, Zelenko was practicing in New York. He has since moved 
to Florida, where he’s been giving interviews for several hours a day, trying to spread 
the word about early treatment and prevention. As noted by Zelenko: 
 
“It's a very treatable infection — or should I say bioweapon? — if done within the first 
few days, because COVID is two diseases. It's the infectious stage of the virus, and 
then a week later, you have the pathogenic inflammatory reaction that does all the 
damage to the lungs and causes blood clots.” 
 
“So, it's all about timing. And the data is very clear. There are dozens of peer-reviewed 
studies that prove if you treat COVID within the first few days, you have an 85% 
reduction in hospitalization and death. It's a no-brainer. You could have saved 700,000 
people from going to the hospital out of 800,000.” 
 
While licensed to practice medicine in Florida, Zelenko now spends most of his time 
educating the public and other doctors. He’s also available via telemedicine, but his 
passion has become researching and developing simple, natural approaches to 
complex health problems — including his own. 
 

The Road Less Traveled 
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Zelenko has a rare type of cancer called pulmonary artery sarcoma, which is typically 
fatal. He’s also undergone two open-heart surgeries and three years of chemo and 
radiation, none of which has resolved his problems. 
 
“Almost four years ago, I was diagnosed with pulmonary artery sarcoma. There are only 
10 cases on average per year, and they're all found at autopsy. In my case, they 
thought it was a blood clot that didn't respond to blood-thinning medication.” 
 
“So, the decision was made to do an embolectomy, open my chest, go into the 
pulmonary artery and take out the blood clot. But when they did that, they saw it was a 
tumor, and it had completely destroyed my right lung. So, I lost my right lung. And they 
resected a large part of the pulmonary artery and had to reconstruct it because you 
need that artery to live.” 
 
“Then I was in chemo ... I was pretty good for two years, and then it came back and had 
spread to my hip as well. And so, I had another open-heart surgery. They had to replace 
one of my heart valves, pulmonic valve. Then I went for radiation to my hip [followed by] 
really heavy chemo.” 
 
“After two months on that, I went into congestive heart failure and developed 
cardiomyopathy ... I recovered from that, and was put on heart failure medication ... A 
month after that ... I developed COVID pneumonia ... I was pretty sure I was going to 
leave in a box, yet I recovered.” 
 
“A few months later, I went for another CT scan, and they found, again, the tumor was 
back in the pulmonary artery, but this time, no doctor wanted to operate on me. A third 
open-heart procedure is very dangerous. They estimated more than 50% likelihood I 
would die on the table, which I didn't like. So, I ended up having pretty intense radiation 
to my mediastinum, where the tumor was.” 
 
“That's when you came into the picture, in terms of advising me about treatment. I 
ended up having immunotherapy in Europe for two months with checkpoint inhibitors, 
but also hyperthermia and mistletoe injections, and alpha lipoic acid, high-dose vitamin 
C [infusions] and different other modalities. And I feel better than ever.” 
 
“I had a CT scan last week, and it showed the tumor shrank by one-third. I spoke to the 
radiation oncologist who told me that a good result would've been the same size or 
smaller. It takes years to resolve. So, time will tell, but it's easier for me to walk, and 
hemodynamically I'm more stable, and I feel good. Amen.” 
 

The Surprising Role of Immunotherapy in Cancer 
“Overall, the “COVID story has completely changed the way I look at life,” Zelenko says. 
When he saw how natural, effective, over-the-counter solutions for COVID were 
suppressed, while experimental gene transfer shots were pushed, he realized other 
treatments might also be suppressed, such as cancer treatments.” 
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“Probably, effective approaches were marginalized in lieu of the more expensive 
pharmaceutical approaches,” he says. “I'll give you one example. Dr. [William] Coley 
was an oncological surgeon who lived around 100 years ago, maybe 120 years ago. He 
noticed that he would operate on his patients, and the tumor would come back and they 
would die. And then he observed something very interesting.”  
 
“He had a patient with pancreatic cancer, Stage 4, inoperable. That patient got very sick 
with an infection and became septic. He almost died, but he recovered and his tumor 
went away. He noticed that type of phenomenon a few more times, and realized that 
there must be some immune reaction, immune response to the infection that wakes up 
the immune system to also attack the tumor.” 
 
“So basically, in my opinion, that was the birth of immunotherapy. Fever seems to play a 
role. It seems to have antitumor properties, as well as activating certain parts of your 
immune system. So, it's fascinating. And that information was buried for a good long 
time — 50, 60 years — until some doctors rediscovered it and started doing research. 
And I benefited from that in Europe.” 
 

Hyperthermic Treatment for Cancer 
We’ve come a long way since the days of Coley, who used toxins to trigger infection 
and fever. Today, hyperthermic treatment is used instead. Basically, it’s all about raising 
your body temperature to about 104 degrees Fahrenheit for four to six hours. Zelenko 
describes the treatment he underwent: 
 
“It was quite an experience, having a temperature around 40 Celsius, let's say 104 
degrees Fahrenheit, for five hours. You become a little loopy and a little anxious, but I 
drank a lot of fluids and had a nurse with me all the time. It was a pretty interesting 
experience.” 
 
“There were whole-body hyperthermia machines and localized hyperthermia. Both are 
basically a fancy sauna. It was like a spa actually. I did enjoy the treatment in most 
cases.” 
 
“As an aside, I sincerely believe sauna bathing is one of the most powerful biohacks 
available. I do it four times a week. I get my temperature up to about 102 degrees F. or 
so, for 20 minutes. I’ve found it to be a profoundly effective health habit to nip infections 
in the bud, and may also help put the brakes on any potential malignancies. I am 
currently using a prototype full-spectrum SaunaSpace sauna that is EMF-free, has eight 
250 watt bulbs and will likely be available later this year.” 
 

 
Omicron Is Unstoppable, But Not To Be Feared 

Getting back to the issue of COVID, over the past two years, the SARS-CoV-2 infection 
has gone through a number of changes. Omicron, for example, is far more contagious, 
but has far less severe symptoms. As noted by Zelenko: 
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“Omicron is unstoppable. It's more infectious than measles. Everyone's going to 
get it. Sorry, but that's the case. However, it seems to attack only the upper 
airway in most cases, and there are very few deaths. It’s very responsive to 
treatment as well, so there's no reason to be afraid of it.” 
 
In fact, we appear to have been gifted a best-case scenario, in which a highly 
contagious virus will rip through the population, causing only mild cold 
symptoms, thus producing herd immunity without the risk of mass casualties. 
“When two-thirds of the population gets through it, it essentially shuts down the 
pandemic,” Zelenko says. 
 

Vaccinating During a Pandemic Breeds Variants 
In the interview, Zelenko explains how the many variants we’ve seen have probably 
been a result of the mass “vaccination” campaign. 
 
Three respected immunologists, Dr. Luc Montagnier (who won the Nobel Prize in 
2008 for his discovery of the HIV virus), Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, the most published 
immunologist in history, and Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche, a top immunologist in 
The Netherlands, have all warned that when you mass vaccinate in the middle of 
an active outbreak, you cause variants to emerge. 
 
“You exert evolutionary pressure and breed more varying viruses,” Zelenko says. 
“Now, there are two or three possibilities. One could be that it was unintentional. 
Good, well-meaning people developed what they thought would help — a vaccine. 
However, giving it to people during a pandemic has been an absolute failure. 
‘Oops, we're sorry.’ That's one possibility.” 
 
“The other possibility is that whoever has orchestrated this knows exactly what 
they're doing, and they are doing it on purpose to maintain the new variants and 
the consequences of that, which is essentially a psyop [to cause] a global 
psychosis due to fear, lockdowns and wearing a face diaper.”  
 
“There's one more possibility. There's no dispute; everyone who knows the facts 
and has studied the issue knows that COVID-19 is a weapon made in a laboratory. 
Gain-of-function research is nothing more than making a weapon of mass 
destruction and genocide, and there's a patent trail 20 years long that documents 
the different stages of development of this weapon.” 
 
“And here's my supposition. I have no evidence of this, but I could say the 
following: If I could make the original virus, I could make variants. It's very easy. 
You just change a few sequences of the code that goes with the spike protein. 
You change its three-dimensional shape, and if you do it enough, eliminate 
existing antibodies.” 
 
“So again, I don't have evidence for that, but I do have evidence that [SARS-CoV-
2] is an artificially-made bioweapon. So why wouldn't it be possible to make 
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variants the same way? I think it's kind of a combination, multifactorial cause of 
variants — the natural God factor, the evolutionary pressure exerted by 
vaccinating people during an active pandemic, and then just outright making 
them.” 
 

Antidotes to the Bioweapon Were Developed Beforehand 
Dr. Zelenko goes on to recount a relatively recent realization. Back in March 2020, he 
saw a MedCram video, episode 34,1 in which Dr. Roger Seheult explained some of the 
principles that he then ended up building his COVID protocol on. Seheult specifically 
quoted a paper that explained the functioning of zinc ionophores. 
 
That mechanism is what Zelenko relied upon when developing his own protocol. 
However, he didn’t realize until December 2021 that the author of that central 
paper was Dr. Ralph Baric. Why does that matter? Zelenko explains: 
 
“In 1999, Ralph Baric, funded by the U.S. government, at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, figured out how to take an animal virus and have it be able 
to infect other species, different animals, in other words, cross-species 
infection.” 
 
“In 2015, the same Dr. Ralph Baric, and Dr. Zhengli [at the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology in China], funded by the National Institutes of Health, figured out how to 
make a corona bat virus infect human beings, and augmented its lethality to 
human lives. That was in 2015. But in 2010, Baric published that paper that I'm 
referring to.” 
 
“So, the development of the weapon happened in stages, but before it was 
unleashed onto the human population, or the development of it being able to 
infect human beings, an antidote was made. Research paid for by the government 
was published.” 
 
“The same people that made the bomb, let's say, also created the antidote to 
diffuse the bomb. And then, when the pandemic arrived, doctors like myself, out 
of necessity, came up with creative solutions, based — in my case, unknowingly 
— on this work. And immediately, that information was marginalized and 
suppressed, and doctors were deplatformed for advocating for it.” 
 
“So, the government who made the bomb also knew about the solution. And the 
reason why is they didn't want to die. The stakeholders here don't want their 
families to die. But for you and for me, they have a different agenda. So, they had 
that information.” 
 
“I have knowledge that the Google executives are all taking hydroxychloroquine 
and ivermectin for prophylaxis, as is half of Congress. And so, the people that 
have orchestrated this knew the answer, and use it for themselves. Even doctors 
know the answer for themselves.” 
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“They prescribe [these drugs] for themselves, or they call me. But when patients 
come, they say there's no treatment, go home, take Tylenol. So, this is mass 
murder.” 
 

The COVID Jabs — Another Crime Against Humanity 
In addition to killing untold numbers of people by denying and suppressing early 
treatment options, governments around the world are also killing people with the 
COVID jabs. A year into the aggressive campaign to inject as many people as 
possible, it’s likely the shots have killed more people than have died from the 
infection. It’s very difficult to tell, unfortunately, because the data are so seriously 
manipulated. 
 
“In 2015, Bill Gates said that the world population needs to be reduced by 15% 
through the use of vaccines because of global warming. The same Bill Gates in 
2020 said 7 billion people must be vaccinated. Why would I take a vaccine for my 
health from someone who's advocating the use of vaccines to reduce the world 
population? ~ Dr. Vladimir Zelenko” 
 
Zelenko estimates somewhere between 500,000 to 1 million Americans have been 
killed by the shots to date. Disturbingly, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
was aware that the shots could have serious consequences, yet they pushed 
them anyway. What’s more, they refuse to address the mindboggling number of 
adverse events reported to the Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System 
(VAERS). The safety signal couldn’t possibly be clearer. 
 
“In October, 2020, two months before the vaccine rollout, there was an internal 
presentation in the FDA to its scientists, and on slide 16 of that presentation, 
there was a list of side effects: death, heart attack, stroke, blood clots, horrific 
neurological diseases, myocarditis and many, many more,” Zelenko says. 
 
“Now keep in mind, this is two months prior to the rollout. After the vaccines 
were rolled out, and a few months into it, when the VAERS database started 
showing the side effects that people were experiencing, there's a 100% 
correlation with what that slide said would happen, and what actually happened 
to human beings.” 
 
“That is premeditated mass murder. FDA knew exactly what it was doing. They 
knew exactly the side effects, and they released it anyway ...” 
 

What’s the Real Agenda? 
 
“Why would the FDA behave this way? Why aren’t they safeguarding public 
health from a clearly lethal treatment? And on the other hand, why aren’t they 
allowing doctors to help people with early treatment? Zelenko explains:” 
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“In the mid-‘90s, it became obvious that the American economy was doomed. The 
Medicare and Social Security systems would become insolvent, and that would 
cause a tsunami-like effect nationally and internationally. And it was unstoppable. 
It was [mathematically inevitable].” 
 
“Medicare, according to Congressional Budget Office, in 2027 will begin the 
process towards bankruptcy. So, security as of today [will last until] 2034. Now, 
the major stakeholders in the world economies saw an existential threat. They 
understood that their power and wealth was in real jeopardy.” 
 
“And so a plan was developed, which was beyond the technology at that time, but 
the technology was being developed. So, for example, the Human Genome 
Project was mapped and completed.” 
 
“Then CRISPR technology was developed, which is gene editing or gene splicing 
in very precise ways. That was sold as a way to cure genetic diseases. There's a 
defective gene. You can just cut it out and splice in, cut and paste, basically, a 
healthy gene.” 
 
“That's the upside. The downside is that it creates possibilities to do gene editing 
for nefarious reasons. In 2015, Bill Gates said that the world population needs to 
be reduced by 15% through the use of vaccines because of global warming.” 
 
“The same Bill Gates in 2020 said 7 billion people must be vaccinated. So, the 
obvious rhetorical question is, ‘Why would I take a vaccine for my health from 
someone who's advocating the use of vaccines to reduce the world population?’” 
 
“In 2016, Klaus Schwab, in an interview said something very strange. He said that 
within 10 years, by 2026, every single human being will be tagged with a digital 
identifier. What does that mean, and why?” 
 
“Let's go through the sequence of events. A bioweapon is made with an antidote, 
which is being suppressed and hidden. [The bioweapon] is released. It's 
extremely easy to treat. However, that information is being suppressed, and 
access to those medications is being suppressed, and doctors who are 
advocating for it are being persecuted.” 
 
“Anything that seems to give people hope, lessen anxiety, encourage 
reintegration with your loved ones seems to be immediately vilified, even early 
intervention. If you look at the NIH, they recommend, as of today, not to treat 
COVID unless they're in the hospital with lung damage. Don't do that.” 
 
“And so, I was wondering, what is really going on? And why this incessant push 
to vaccinate everyone? Why jail doctors for using meds that work? Because it 
encourages the vaccine hesitancy.” 
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“Then I realized something. There were two patents that I became aware of. 
They're separated by a year, but they're linked in the puzzle, in the concept. One 
was August 31, 2021, that describes ... nanotechnology engineering.2 It basically 
describes the following:” 
 
“That there is the capability, the technology, already existing, in these vaccines 
that allows for the measurement of biometric data, meaning your heart rate, your 
respiratory rate, temperature, and then the transmission of that data with your 
location to a third party.” 
 
“That didn't even make sense to me. Like what? But then I realized there's 
another patent owned by Microsoft. This one I remember by heart. It's an 
international patent, WO202060606. You can't make this stuff up. That patent 
describes linkage of biometric data transmission to cryptocurrency.” 
 
“Then I got it. And by the way, 2026, when everyone's supposed to be tagged with 
a digital ID, let's call it an internal Auschwitz tattoo, is a year before the beginning 
of the insolvency of Medicare and the beginning of economic collapse. And so, 
the real agenda has become obvious to me.” 
 
“It's never been about health. COVID-19 is easy to treat. It was always about using 
fear and mass psychosis to get 7 billion people to willfully get injected with the 
technology that would permit them to participate in the new cryptocurrency-
based system, the system that the world will use for finance.” 
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Fiat currency and all the traditional ways of transactions will be gone. The only 
way that you actually will be able to participate in transactions, of buying bread, 
let's say, is having a transmitting sensor of information with your location. It's the 
mark of the beast, if you really want to know. With that, you can then buy bread 
for your family ... 
 
“Gates and Schwab [are] both talking talk about how these vaccines change who 
you are. What does that mean? They explain it. [With] the gene editing 
technology, they are making the human better. That's transhumanism. I call it 
Human 2.0. Human 1.0 is the version made by God. We are is imprinted [with 
God] in our genetic code. We're made in the image of God because we have his 
code in us.” 
 
“Now, would you give Bill Gates or Klaus Schwab the password to your home 
security system? Why would we give him access to our genetic code? Human 
2.0, in the demented, depraved, deranged minds of these people is the next step 
up in the evolution of human beings. And I'm saying that if you allow that to 
happen to yourself, you're no longer made in the image of God. You're made in 
the image of Bill Gates and Klaus Schwab.” 
 

A Ploy to Tag Us for the NWO’s Slave System 
So, in summary, Dr. Zelenko believes that everything we’ve experienced so far — 
the aggressive marketing of the shots, the coercion and threats made to get as 
many injected as possible — has all been a ploy to “tag” as many people as 
possible in preparation for the New World Order’s cryptocurrency system, which 
will be managed by a small select group, and used to enslave all of humanity. 
 
“As noted by Dr. Zelenko, the World Economic Forum has publicly announced 
that by 2030, the U.S. will no longer be a superpower, and a few countries will be 
in charge of global governance. Now, how do you destabilize an economic engine 
like the U.S.?” 
 
“You create a pandemic,” Zelenko says. “You lock down middle class 
businesses, small businesses ... But you leave Walmart and Home Depot open ... 
It’s a wealth transfer from the middle class to the people in power. It's a robbery, 
basically.” 
 
This is one big attempt at enslaving humanity. It's a brilliant plan, by the way. It's 
evil, but it's brilliant because slavery has always been the most lucrative industry 
and asset throughout human history. Now is no different. And so, you have a few 
sociopaths who believe in their immortality and think that they'll transfer their 
consciousness to some cyborg, enjoying the whole world as their playground.” 
 
Dr. Zelenko goes on to discuss the statements inscribed on the Georgia 
Guidestones, a huge granite monument erected anonymously in a small town in 
Georgia, which lays out 10 commandments. The first one is that the world 
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population should be reduced to and maintained at 500 million. If the COVID 
shots continue, it’s not inconceivable that the human population might be 
reduced to that size. 
 

The Why Behind the Genocide 
A few months ago, Elon Musk debuted his humanoid robots, saying that since 
these robots will eliminate 90% of the workforce, we therefore need universal 
basic income. This too is part of The Great Reset plan, which embraces both 
technocracy and transhumanism. 
 
“Keep in mind that in the minds of these people, we're not made in the divine 
[image]. We're cockroaches. And they're not going to throw endless universal 
income resources at cockroaches for too long. They'll do it initially to identify the 
useless eaters, and then they will be liquidated. This has happened before.” 
 
“Just 80 years ago you had the Nazi ideology based on eugenics, which created 
three classes of people. You have the ubermensch, what Nietzsche would call 
Superman. Then the mensch, which is the human, and then the untermensch, 
which is the subhuman. In the [Nazi] model, the [Nazis were] Supermen, 
descendants of Aryan gods. That gave them the power to enslave others.” 
 
“So, for example, the Anglo-Saxons, basically Europeans, were meant to be 
slaves to the Aryans. And the sub-humans, which I belong to — Jews, gypsies, 
Slavs, handicapped, political prisoners — we were meant to be vaporized, 
become dust.” 
 
“That ideology did not go away. It resurfaced with the nuance that is not 
antisemitic right now. In a kind of an abstract way, we're all Jews this time, 
because the hierarchy here is not based on religion or identity, but rather on the 
deranged belief that they've evolved, the Superman of this generation, into a 
higher level of consciousness.” 
 
“They're woke and they understand and are enlightened about the nature of the 
human condition. They're custodians of the planet, and therefore it's their 
responsibility to make sure the planet has solvency, that it continues to exist. 
And therefore, we have to reduce the world population.” 
 

Cause for Optimism 
While humanity is in a most precarious situation, Zelenko is optimistic about the 
future. 
 
“I'll tell you what I really think is going on,” he says. “There’s what we see, and 
then there's the, let's call it spiritual physics, at play. Karl Jung, the famous 
psychoanalyst, wrote, ‘The moral degradation of society begins with the 
degradation of the individual.’ From that, we can actually learn that moral 
improvement of society begins with improvement of the individual.”  
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“We, as a society, over the last 50, 60 years, have made some very bad choices. 
For example, we've desanctified or defiled gender roles ... Marriage has lost its 
sanctity. The unborn are being massacred. In the Bible, there are two cities that 
were destroyed, Sodom and Gomorrah, and there's an analysis why that 
happened. It wasn't because of the immorality, because the whole world was 
immoral.” 
 
“It was because they codified immorality into the law of the land. That's exactly 
what has happened in [the U.S.] We've devolved ... We worship the God of 
science, the god of technology, the god of money, god of power. Anything but 
[the true] God. And we are clearly practicing child sacrifice.” 
 
“Dr. Michael Yeadon, former VP of Pfizer, told me personally, and then he actually 
publicized it, that for every one child that dies of COVID, 100 die from the vaccine. 
“The [COVID shot] is 100 times more lethal to children than COVID. What do you 
call that? That's child sacrifice.” 
 
“So, I feel that, by way of analogy, we're in the generation of flood. The house is 
going to get cleaned, and each individual is given a choice to get on the ark or 
not.” 
 
“Or, to make it simpler, who do you bow down to? Do you bow down to your 
creator, who makes you in every instant of time? Do you ask [God] for fortitude, 
endurance, strength, resolve, the ability to deal with the unknown and fear? Or 
are you going to give in to the fear and bow down to corrupt sociopaths, 
oligarchs, corrupt governments, and the false promise of the golden calf of these 
vaccines?” 
 
“Because at this point, in this country at least, no one's holding you down and 
putting a needle into your arm; not yet anyway.  The majority of people, they want 
to travel by plane. They don't want to lose their job. They want to go to school. It's 
all these kinds of quality of life decisions. In other words, in a normal society, the 
parents sacrifice for the well-being of the children. In pagan societies, we 
sacrifice the children for the purpose of the adults.” 
 

Peaceful Civil Disobedience Is the Answer 
So, what’s the answer? Can we stop this transhumanist trajectory that threatens 
the very core of what makes us human? Can we prevent this plan for our 
enslavement from coming to fruition? Zelenko believes there is a way, as do I. 
 
[Pastor Bob injects his thoughts on this point.  I disagree totally on this point.  
Regardless of Dr. Z’s belief.  Not that I do not want to believe it, I simply recognize 
that Mass Psychosis can only be altered by another crisis that is much worse or 
greater in impact on society.  The sociopaths and psychopaths have known that 
the Hegelian Dialectic has worked for more than two hundred years in 
manipulating society through creating the problem, watch and wait for the 
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reaction, and then provide their solution.  The Rothschild’s and Rockefellers own 
and control the media, lock, stock, and barrel!]  
 
Returning to Dr. Z: 
“The answer is we need organized civil disobedience. Do not comply. They can't 
imprison everyone. They can't fire everyone. They can't expel everyone. They 
can't lock down everyone. There's many more of us than them. And actually, let 
me speak to the military leaders, to the police, to people that are charged to 
protect society.” 
 
“You also have children. You also have parents. And we are relying on you to do 
what's best for the citizens of this country, to protect us from all enemies, foreign 
and domestic. All we need to do is to coalesce with like-minded people. Take your 
kids out of school. Homeschool them. You can teach them morality.” 
 
The World Health Organization came out with an edict that if your kids go to 
school, that's implied consent for the vaccine because you could have not sent 
them. And since you sent them to school, that's implying that you're consenting 
for them to be vaccinated, even without your knowledge. 
 
Basically, we have to make small pockets, like cities of refuge, in a sense, of like-
minded people; create an alternate society; do commerce with ourselves. I know 
there are forces really working hard to create an alternate cryptocurrency or 
blockchain system that is decentralized and would allow for people who don't 
want to be tagged with a digital identifier to transact with each other.” 
 
As noted by Dr. Zelenko, it’s becoming more and more obvious that the pandemic 
measures were never about protecting us from COVID. It was always about 
creating a new world order. It was about setting the stage for a Great Reset to 
“Build Back Better.” 
 
But better for whom? The Build Back Better plan is about building “a society run 
by a few sociopaths and the rest of us enslaved,” Zelenko says. The good news is 
that more and more people are now starting to see this plan, and “once that 
realization reaches a certain threshold of people, countries are going to change 
and fall like dominoes,” he says. 
 
As for when we might get our freedom back, that depends on us. As noted by 
Zelenko, “freedom isn't free.” We were free (at least up until 2020) because our 
forefathers had the courage to confront tyranny. If we want our children to be 
free, we now have to display that same courage. 
 
“Whether or not our children will be free depends on whether or not we are ready 
to sacrifice,” Zelenko says. “Are we ready, in this generation, to pay the price to 
ensure that our children thrive in freedom and have the ability to maintain God 
consciousness?”  
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“It's going to happen. The unknown variable is to body count. I would hope that 
this interview reaches the consciousness of every single human being. People 
must choose to say no from this point on.” 
 
Watch the video of this important interview between Dr. Zev Zelenko and Dr. 
Joseph Mercola below: 
  
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2022/01/16/new-world-
order-slave-

system.aspx?ui=1cf49db398aa786420fa499398450db0b51d2fb58072fe8dbe

b4f70f292af933&sd=20110602&cid_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_co
ntent=art1ReadMore&cid=20220116_HL2&mid=DM1091881&rid=13807104
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One of the most haunting questions we face concerns the problem of evil. Why is there 
evil in the world if there is a God? Why isn’t he doing something about it? Many assume 
that the existence of evil disproves the existence of God. 
 
Sometimes the problem of evil is put to the Christian in the form of a complex question, 
“If God is good, then he must not be powerful enough to deal with all the evil and 
injustice in the world since it is still going on. If he is powerful enough to stop 
wrongdoing, then he himself must be an evil God since He’s not doing anything about it 
even though He has the capability. So which is it? Is he a bad God or a God that’s not 
all powerful?” 
 
Even the biblical writers complained about pain and evil: 
 
“Evils have encompassed me without number” -(Psalm 40:12) 
 
“Why is my pain unceasing, my wound incurable, refusing to be healed?” -
(Jeremiah 15:18) 
 
“We know that the whole creation has been groaning together in the pains of 
childbirth until now”  -(Romans 8:22) 
 
Thus we readily admit that evil is a problem and we also admit that if God created the 
world the way it is today, he would not be a God of love, but rather an evil God. 
 
However the Bible makes it plain that God did not create the world in the state in which 
it is now. Evil came as a result of the selfishness of man. The Bible says that God is a 
God of love and He desired to create a person and eventually a race that would love 
Him. But genuine love cannot exist unless freely given through free choice to accept 
God’s love or to reject it. This choice made the possibility of evil become very real. 
When Adam and Eve disobeyed God, they did not choose something God created, but, 
by their choice, they brought evil into the world. God is neither evil nor did He create 

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2022/01/16/new-world-order-slave-system.aspx?ui=1cf49db398aa786420fa499398450db0b51d2fb58072fe8dbeb4f70f292af933&sd=20110602&cid_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=art1ReadMore&cid=20220116_HL2&mid=DM1091881&rid=1380710423
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2022/01/16/new-world-order-slave-system.aspx?ui=1cf49db398aa786420fa499398450db0b51d2fb58072fe8dbeb4f70f292af933&sd=20110602&cid_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=art1ReadMore&cid=20220116_HL2&mid=DM1091881&rid=1380710423
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2022/01/16/new-world-order-slave-system.aspx?ui=1cf49db398aa786420fa499398450db0b51d2fb58072fe8dbeb4f70f292af933&sd=20110602&cid_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=art1ReadMore&cid=20220116_HL2&mid=DM1091881&rid=1380710423
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2022/01/16/new-world-order-slave-system.aspx?ui=1cf49db398aa786420fa499398450db0b51d2fb58072fe8dbeb4f70f292af933&sd=20110602&cid_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=art1ReadMore&cid=20220116_HL2&mid=DM1091881&rid=1380710423
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2022/01/16/new-world-order-slave-system.aspx?ui=1cf49db398aa786420fa499398450db0b51d2fb58072fe8dbeb4f70f292af933&sd=20110602&cid_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=art1ReadMore&cid=20220116_HL2&mid=DM1091881&rid=1380710423
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2022/01/16/new-world-order-slave-system.aspx?ui=1cf49db398aa786420fa499398450db0b51d2fb58072fe8dbeb4f70f292af933&sd=20110602&cid_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=art1ReadMore&cid=20220116_HL2&mid=DM1091881&rid=1380710423
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Ps%2040.12
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Jer%2015.18
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Rom%208.22
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evil. Man brought evil upon himself by selfishly choosing his own way apart from God’s 
way. 
 
Because of the fall, the world now is abnormal. Things are not in the state that they 
should be in. Man, as a result of the fall, has been separated from God. Nature is not 
always kind to man and the animal world can also be his enemy. There is conflict 
between man and his fellowman. None of these conditions were true before the fall. Any 
solution that might be given to the problems mankind faces must take into consideration 
that the world as it stands is not normal. 
 
Although evil is here and it is real, it is also temporary. Evil will eventually be destroyed. 
This is the hope that the believer has. There is a new world coming in which there will 
be no more tears and pain because all things will be made new -(Revelation 21:5). 
Paradise lost will be paradise regained. God will right every wrong and put away evil 
once and for all, in His time. 
 
Christians have a justification for fighting evil, immorality and corruption. The world was 
not designed with evil in mind and the believer has a real basis for fighting social ills. He 
is not following the belief that whatever is, is right. The Christian does not condone 
wrongdoing by claiming that it is God’s world, neither does he assume that everything 
that happens is agreed to by God. God does not desire evil nor does he ever condone 
it. He hates evil, and the Christian also is not only to despise evil, he is obligated to do 
something about it. Even though sin is real, it is not something that the believer accepts 
as the way things ought to be. By identifying with Jesus Christ, the believer has a duty 
to call things wrong that are wrong and to speak out when evil is overtaking good. The 
Christian is not fighting against God, by fighting social problems. Natural disasters, 
crime, and terrorism should not be the accepted order of things, because they were 
never meant to be and they will not be in God’s future kingdom. 
 
However, some people are still bothered that God even allows evil in the first place. 
They question His wisdom in giving man a choice in the matter. Dorothy Sayers put the 
problem of evil in the proper perspective: 
 
“For whatever reason God chose to make man as he is — limited and suffering and 
subject to sorrows and death — He had the honesty and the courage to take His own 
medicine. Whatever game he is playing with His creation, He has kept his own rules 
and played fair. He can exact nothing from man that He has not exacted from Himself. 
He has Himself gone through the whole of human experience, from the trivial irritations 
of family life and the cramping restrictions of hard work and lack of money to the worst 
horrors of pain and humiliation, defeat, despair and death. When He was a man, He 
played the man. He was born in poverty and died in disgrace and thought it well 
worthwhile.” 
 
The Bible tells us how evil came about, but not why God allowed it to happen. The Bible 
tells us that God’s purposes are sometimes beyond our understanding: 
 

https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Rev%2021.5
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“For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways, declares 
the LORD.” 
 
“For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your 
ways and my thoughts than your thoughts.” -(Isaiah 55:8–9) 
 
Paul, in a similar vein, wrote to the church at Rome.  “Oh, the depth of the riches 
and wisdom and knowledge of God! How unsearchable are his judgements and 
how inscrutable his ways!”  -(Romans 11:33) 
 
Although the Bible informs us how and why evil came about, it does not tell us why God 
allowed it to happen. However, we do know that God is all-wise and all-knowing and 
that he has reasons for allowing things to happen that are beyond our comprehension.  I 
will tell you flat out that the Bible when understood through Dispensationalism and by 
rightly dividing the Word of God is the only way to make sense out of many questions 
that we bring to this discussion.     
 

The discussions in this segment of “Depopulation - #1 Global Issue Since 
1968” is directly relevant and linked to current events as noted by Dr. David L. Martin 
and Dr. Zev Zelenko confirm what I first read in Dr. Paul Ehrlich’s book ‘The Population 
Bomb’.  One has to keep in mind that the evil of man has no limits in his imagination of 
perpetuating acts of evil and violence against his fellow man.  “But evil men and 
seducers shall wax worse and worse, deceiving, and being deceived.”   -(2nd 
Timothy 3:13). 
 
Genesis 4 details the first murder when Cain kills his brother Abel in a fit of angry 
jealousy.  Rightly dividing the Word of God enables us to find where we fit into this six- 
thousand year panorama of history that God has presented to each of us to decide 
which we will choose to pursue in life.  The Bible is a historical document first and 
foremost of the Creator’s dealing with His creation.  Only the Word of God can put into 
proper place the events that we have witnessed in our lives.   I majored in history in 
college, and so that rarely do I mis-gauge events occurring in our news.  
 
Steven Fishman posted this recently on (henrymakow.com): 
 
Satanism is the inversion of Reality. 
Evil is good; stupid is smart; sickness is health; lies are truths, and vice versa. 
Welcome to Amerika in 2022 
Satanism is Communism is Jewish Cabalism is Freemasonry 
 
“I never dreamed that I would have to face the prospect of not living in the United States 
of America, at least not the one I have known all my life.  I have never wished to live 
anywhere else.  This is my home, and I was privileged to be born here. 
 
But today I woke up and as I had my morning orange juice, I realized that everything is 
changing for the worse. 

https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Isa%2055.8%E2%80%939
https://biblia.com/bible/esv/Rom%2011.33
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No matter how I vote, no matter what I say, no matter how much I pray, something evil 
has invaded our nation, and our lives are never going to be the same. 
 
I have been confused by the hostility of family and friends. 
 
I look at people I have known all my life–so hate-filled that they agree with opinions they 
would never express as their own. 
 
I think that I may well have entered the Twilight Zone. 
 
We have become a nation that has lost its collective mind! You couldn’t imagine this 
insanity: 
 
+ If a guy pretends to be a woman, you are required to pretend with him. 
+ Somehow it’s un-American for the census to count how many Americans are in 
America. 
+ Russians influencing our elections are bad, but illegals voting in our elections are 
good. 
+ It was cool for Joe Biden to “blackmail” the President of Ukraine for Putin’s benefit. 
+ Twenty is too young to drink a beer, but eighteen is old enough to vote. 
+ People who have never owned slaves should pay slavery reparations to people who 
have never been slaves.  
+ People who have never been to college should pay the debts of college students who 
took out huge loans for their degrees. 
+ Immigrants with tuberculosis and polio are welcome, but you’d better be able to prove 
your dog is vaccinated. 
+ Irish doctors and German engineers who want to immigrate to the US must go 
through a rigorous vetting process, but any illiterate gang member or terrorist who 
jumps the southern fence is welcome. 
+ $5 billion for border security is too expensive, but $1.5 trillion for their “free” health 
care is not. 
+ If you cheat to get into college you go to prison, but if you cheat to get into the country 
you go to college for free. 
+ People who say there is no such thing as gender are demanding a female President. 
+ We see other countries going Socialist and collapsing, but it seems like a great plan 
for us. 
+ Some people are held responsible for things that happened before they were born, 
and other people are not held responsible for what they are doing right now. 
+ Criminals are caught-and-released to hurt more people, but stopping them is bad 
because it’s a violation of their rights. And pointing out all this hypocrisy somehow 
makes us “racists”! 
+ Nothing makes sense anymore – no values, no morals, and no civility. People are 
dying of a Chinese virus, but it’s racist to refer to it as Chinese even though it began in 
China. 
 
Steven Fishman said it perfectly when he said the “nation lost its collective mind!” 
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Get ready for God to answer all those questions as to why it seems that He is absent 
from the picture that often alludes to a God that is uninterested in His creation.  At one 
time theologians used to talk about God in terms made famous by the Englishman 
William Paley in 1802 to prove God existed.  Paley described God’s role like that of a 
watch-maker. 
 
God is seen as the watch-maker and when the watch was ready God wound the watch 
up and then sat down to wait for it to unwind.  In this poor man’s view of prophecy, God 
is not indifferent, far from it.  We are closely approaching the point where God has to act 
lest man destroy himself.  Pay serious attention to what Dr. David L. Martin and Dr. Zev 
Zelenko are saying here.  It has been my view for more than fifty years what has come 
home to roost is happening now.  In June, 1967, what I did not know was how long it 
would take for us to get to this point, but nonetheless we are there!     
 
When Jesus Christ was here on earth, His disciples asked Him to describe the signs 
that should precede His second coming and the end of this world — or age. His answer 
came in Matthew 24:21.   He foretold a terrible time of trouble "such as was not since 
the beginning of the world to this time, no, nor ever shall be."  Most people who 
read this prophecy say, "Yes, but there have always been wars and troubles in the 
world — so how do we know what to go by?"  
 
The answer is contained in the very next verse of this momentous prophecy. It reveals 
that a time is coming when God will INTERVENE in world affairs and shorten the course 
of events in this age! He will do this as a Loving Creator to prevent man’s annihilation.    
"And except those days should be shortened, there should NO FLESH be saved: 
but for the elect's sake those days shall be shortened" -(Matthew 24:22). 
  
These are definitive statements in our Bible in which Jesus Christ predicted a time of 
trouble at the end of this age to which no other can be compared — a time when God 
MUST INTERVENE in world affairs to prevent man from blasting himself into oblivion 
with not just weapons of unbelievable doomsday destruction.  Below is an illustration of 
what Russia has produced, this was developed five years ago.    
 
It is called the Kanyon and is described as a 100-megaton thermonuclear weapon. At 
that payload, it could wipe out a city the size of New York, killing 8 million instantly and 
injuring 6 million more, ‘Popular Mechanics’ noted. Due to its massive size, it would also 
trigger an artificial tsunami, spreading nuclear material alongside the tsunami. It also 
reportedly contains a warhead "salted" with the radioactive isotope Cobalt-60, which 
would make affected areas off-limits for up to 100 years.  Keep in mind as you scoff 
about the rational for the Covid vaxxes, throughout history of mankind, every new 
weapon created has been utilized to kill with efficiency of lethality.   It is a fact that 40% 
of the U.S. population lives adjacent to ocean waters.     
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Finian Cunningham, a well-respected writer on international affairs this past December 
of 2021 said that:  The United States is the party that has unilaterally abandoned arms 
control treaties with Russia. The ABM in 2003, the INF treaty in 2019 and the Open 
Skies Treaty in 2020. Abandoning these treaties has undermined the architecture for 
nuclear arms controls and is inducing a new arms race. Russian President Vladimir 
Putin has said that the scrapping of the ABM by the GW Bush administration was the 
factor in why his nation was compelled to develop hypersonic missiles which, the 
Russians have calculated, would restore strategic balance. As far as China is 
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concerned, it has a nuclear arsenal that is about 5 percent of the United States’ 
stockpile of warheads. Russia and China’s security doctrines are based on defensive 
reasoning. Not so that of the United States. Its military power is projected in terms of 
fighting perceived or designated enemies, “protecting allies” and all sorts of other 
fantasies. 
 
The U.S. – the only nation to have used atomic weapons in war and against a civilian 
population – is an aggressor power owing to its imperial motives. Therefore, it is 
understandable, and indeed necessary, for other targeted nations to always ensure that 
the U.S. never contemplates a preemptive strike. Russia and China have a no-first 
strike policy. They have declared this. The U.S. does not. It retains the right to use 
nuclear weapons preemptively. It is quite clear the egg in this situation is U.S. 
militarism. The onus is therefore on the U.S. to lead the way to global disarmament by 
scaling back its nuclear arsenal and giving pledges to other nations seeking peace. 
Designating others gratuitously as enemies is inciting or trying to incite arms races and 
tensions. Because, as noted above, U.S. corporate capitalism and its military-industrial 
complex are totally dependent on a world of insecurity and hostility. Even to the point of 
risking all-out war. The U.S. as currently ruled is like an addicted junkie. It needs a fix of 
war periodically. 
 
If you doubt that our leaders give a damn about us, our children or grandchildren, then 
you are gravely mistaken.  It has not been that far back in this series when I shared a 
list of over a hundred experiments in which the U.S. used Americans as guinea pigs to 
gather data on how to “eliminate” humans.  The presence of the Georgia Guidestones in 
Elberton, GA wasn’t erected with funds from a “March of Dimes” campaign to tell 
humanity not to procreate. Limiting the population of the earth to 500 million will require 
the extermination of nine-tenths of the world’s people. The Guidestones’ emphasis on 
preserving nature anticipates the environmental movement of the 1990s, and the 
reference to “seeking harmony with the infinite” reflects the current effort to replace 
Judeo-Christian beliefs with a new spirituality.  
 
The message of the Georgia Guidestones is their way of letting us know what their plan 
was. Even more revealing by the need to tell you what they are going to do in advance 
is an indicator of the Jesuit/Freemasonry sic ethic motif. That is obvious in the patent #, 
noted by Dr. Zev Zelensky,  Although the people responsible for the granite monument 
are obscured in secrecy, their intent is clearly overt and explicit in its message.  
Because of the mathematical factor of exponential growth, we can be absolutely certain 
that Dr. David L. Martin and Dr. Zev Zelensky have pointed you to the real issue.   If 
rulers are willing to murder innocents at the beginning of life, they will not hesitate to 
murder innocents at the end of life!  An attorney working for Biden stated that killing a 
baby in the womb is better than adopting that new-born!  
 
Bill Gates, boasted on March 26, 2020 patent WO/2020/060606 [World Order/2020/666] 
was published. It is a Microsoft patent for cryptocurrency technology that is connected 
to the movements of a person’s body…” 
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While some people may see this as using the Bible as an end-times playbook, and the 
“Mark” of the beast as quickly becoming a reality; there is a Divine confirmation here 
that is being overlooked.  There is a better understood as the Bible is telling us history in 
advance, and thus validating its reliability and truth.  With 28% of the Bible being 
categorized prophecy, as the “Living” Word of God, the Bible is fulfilling truth that once 
was seen as future but now is present!    
 
We know Bill Gates has been planning for implantable chips for quite some time with 
the nefarious QuantumDot:Hydrogel ID2020, and wallah! it’s now past 2020 … ID2020 
is brought to you by people who want to inject you with neurotoxins, control all of your 
data, and monopolize your mind; and also to eliminate 7-billion in the process. 
 
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
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